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Abstract
We consider the problem of extending the linear space of points and lines in the projective
3-space PG(3; 3) to a projective plane of order 12. This was shown to be impossible by M. Hall
and R. Roth in 1982 but their paper omits consideration of some cases and we correct this error.
The conclusion remains the same. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We denote by PG(3; q) projective 3-space over the eld Fq of order q. The following
is standard terminology (see, for example [4]). A spread of PG(3; q) is a set of q2 +1
lines which partition the points of the space. A parallelism or packing of PG(3; q) is
a collection of q2 + q + 1 spreads which partition the lines of the space. A regular
spread is one which contains the regulus determined by any three of its lines.
It was conjectured by Bruck (see [1,2]) that the linear space of points and lines of
PG(3; q) might be extended to a projective plane of order q(q + 1). This extension
would require the addition of q2(q2 + q + 1) new points and q3 new lines. The new
points would correspond to spreads and the new lines to parallelisms of PG(3; q). This
is described in more detail in the next section in the special case q= 3.
The case q=3 was investigated by Hall and Roth [3]. They show that the extension
is not possible in this case. However, there is an error in the paper resulting in some
cases not being considered. In the present paper, we show that these extra cases do
not give rise to an extension, as well as verifying the result for the other cases. In
fact, we prove a slightly more general result concerning spreads from which the result
follows.
As remarked above, if the linear space of points and lines of PG(3; q) extends to
a projective plane of order q(q + 1), then there is a set of q2(q2 + q + 1) spreads
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which correspond to the new points added. This set of spreads covers the skew pairs
of lines in the sense that, given any skew pair of lines ‘; m of PG(3; q), there is a
unique spread in the set which involves both ‘ and m. We call such a set of spreads
a covering set of spreads. Thus, the existence of a projective plane extension implies
the existence of a covering set of spreads in PG(3; q). The converse is not a priori
true. The question of whether or not there is a covering set of spreads in PG(3; q) is
an interesting one in its own right. In this paper, we prove the following theorems.
Theorem 1.1. There does not exist a covering set of spreads in PG(3; 3).
Theorem 1.2. The linear space of points and lines of PG(3; 3) does not extend to a
projective plane of order 12.
2. Preliminary results
The concrete model we take for PG(3; 3) is taken from [6,7]. We consider the eld
F81 generated over F3 by a primitive element  satisfying  4 =  + 1. Then, F81 is a
four-dimensional vector space over F3 and we take its 1-spaces, 2-spaces and 3-spaces
to be the points, lines and planes of PG(3; 3). The 40 points of PG(3; 3) may be
represented by  i for i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 39. Denoting the point represented by  i simply
by i, the 130 lines of PG(3; 3) are given in Table 1.
The 40 points and 130 lines of PG(3; 3) form a linear space (any two distinct points
are incident with one and only one line). Each point lies on 13 lines and each line
contains 4 points. In contrast, a projective plane of order 12 contains 157 points and
157 lines and has the property that each point lies on 13 lines and each line contains
13 points. Thus, if we wish to extend the linear space obtained from PG(3; 3) to a
projective plane of order 12, we must add an extra 117 points and an extra 27 lines.
Suppose such an extension exists and denote by  the subgeometry of the projective
plane corresponding to the linear space PG(3; 3). Since a point of PG(3; 3) already
has 13 lines passing through it in PG(3; 3), any line of the plane meets  in 0 or 4
points. Thus, if P is a point of the plane outside , there are precisely 10 lines of
the plane passing through P and meeting  and, moreover, the intersections of these
lines with  form a spread of , viewed as projective 3-space PG(3; 3). As P ranges
over the 117 points of the plane outside , we obtain 117 spreads of PG(3; 3) with
the following property:
 Given any skew pair of lines ‘; m in PG(3; 3), there is a unique spread in the set
which involves both ‘ and m.
In other words, with the terminology dened in Introduction, these 117 spreads form
a covering set in PG(3; 3).
Conversely, suppose that a covering set of spreads in PG(3; 3) exists. Then, each
line ‘ of PG(3; 3) is in precisely 9 of the spreads in the covering set (any line of
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Table 1
L1 0 1 4 13 L14 1 2 5 14 L27 1 7 12 33 L40 1 8 24 26 L53 1 10 37 38
L2 0 2 24 17 L15 2 3 6 15 L28 2 19 26 4 L41 2 22 12 32 L54 2 33 29 13
L3 0 3 12 39 L16 3 5 27 20 L29 3 38 32 24 L42 3 10 26 28 L55 3 4 7 16
L4 0 5 26 34 L17 5 6 9 18 L30 5 30 28 12 L43 5 33 32 36 L56 5 24 19 13
L5 0 6 32 11 L18 6 27 35 1 L31 6 16 36 26 L44 6 4 28 21 L57 6 12 38 17
L6 0 27 28 31 L19 27 9 25 2 L32 27 13 21 32 L45 27 24 36 23 L58 27 26 30 39
L7 0 9 36 37 L20 9 35 14 3 L33 9 17 23 28 L46 9 12 21 8 L59 9 32 16 34
L8 0 35 21 29 L21 35 25 15 5 L34 35 39 8 36 L47 35 26 23 22 L60 35 28 13 11
L9 0 25 23 7 L22 25 14 20 6 L35 25 34 22 21 L48 25 32 8 10 L61 25 36 17 31
L10 0 14 8 19 L23 14 15 20 6 L36 14 11 10 23 L49 14 28 22 33 L62 14 21 39 37
L11 0 15 22 38 L24 15 20 1 9 L37 15 31 33 8 L50 15 36 10 4 L63 15 23 34 29
L12 0 20 10 30 L25 20 18 2 35 L38 20 37 4 22 L51 20 21 33 24 L64 20 8 11 7
L13 0 18 33 16 L26 18 1 3 25 L39 18 29 24 10 L52 18 23 4 12 L65 18 22 31 19
L66 1 11 21 31 L79 1 16 23 39 L92 1 17 19 34 L105 1 22 30 36 L118 1 28 29 32
L67 2 31 23 37 L80 2 13 8 34 L93 2 39 38 11 L106 2 10 16 21 L119 2 36 7 28
L68 3 37 8 29 L81 3 17 22 11 L94 3 34 30 31 L107 3 33 13 23 L120 3 21 19 36
L69 5 29 22 7 L82 5 39 10 31 L95 5 11 16 37 L108 5 4 17 8 L121 5 23 38 21
L70 6 7 10 19 L83 6 34 33 37 L96 6 31 13 29 L109 6 24 39 22 L122 6 8 30 23
L71 27 19 33 38 L84 27 11 4 29 L97 27 37 17 7 L110 27 12 34 10 L123 27 22 16 8
L72 9 38 4 30 L85 9 31 24 7 L98 9 29 39 19 L111 9 26 11 33 L124 9 10 13 22
L73 35 30 24 16 L86 35 37 12 19 L99 35 7 34 38 L112 35 32 31 4 L125 35 33 17 10
L74 25 16 12 13 L87 25 29 26 38 L100 25 19 11 30 L113 25 28 37 24 L126 25 4 39 33
L75 14 13 26 17 L88 14 7 32 30 L101 14 38 31 16 L114 14 36 29 12 L127 14 24 34 4
L76 15 17 32 39 L89 15 19 28 16 L102 15 30 37 13 L115 15 21 7 26 L128 15 12 11 24
L77 20 39 28 34 L90 20 38 36 13 L103 20 16 29 17 L116 20 23 19 32 L129 20 26 31 12
L78 18 34 36 11 L91 18 30 21 17 L104 18 13 7 39 L117 18 8 38 28 L130 18 32 37 26
PG(3; 3) is skew to 81 lines). Denote this set of nine spreads by ‘∗. Dene a new
point-line incidence structure in the following way:
 The points are the 40 points of PG(3; 3) and the 117 spreads of the covering set;
 The lines are ‘ [ ‘∗, where ‘ ranges over the 130 lines of PG(3; 3).
In this incidence structure, we have 130 lines, each containing 13 points, and any
two distinct lines meet in a unique point. In order to complete this partial extension to
a plane of order 12, we have to dene 27 further lines. These are the lines that do not
meet  and so the points of the plane on these lines are spreads. Hence, one of these
extra lines will consist of 13 spreads of the covering set. If ‘ is a line of PG(3; 3),
then this new line must meet the line ‘[ ‘∗ and so ‘ must be a line in one of the 13
spreads. It follows that the set of 13 spreads is a parallelism of PG(3; 3). Conversely,
any parallelism of PG(3; 3), with spreads taken from the covering set, denes a line
which meets all of the lines of the partial completion in a unique point. In order to
obtain a plane of order 12, we must therefore nd a set of 27 parallelisms of PG(3; 3),
each with spreads from the covering set, with the property:
 any two distinct parallelisms have precisely one spread in common.
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Note that this property ensures that any two distinct lines meet in a unique point.
Thus, we have dened a point-line incidence structure with 157 points and 157 lines,
each of size 13, in which any two distinct lines meet in a unique point. It follows that
any two distinct points determine a unique line and so we have a projective plane of
order 12.
3. Non-existence of covering sets in PG(3; 3)
We have seen that if we have a covering set in PG(3; 3) then, given any line ‘ of
PG(3; 3), there are precisely 9 spreads of the covering set which involve the line ‘.
The set ‘∗ of these nine spreads has the following properties:
 each spread of ‘∗ contains ‘;
 each of the lines skew to ‘ is in a unique spread of ‘∗.
Following Hall and Roth [3], we call any set of nine spreads with these two prop-
erties a square through ‘. A square through ‘ corresponds to a partition of the set of
81 lines skew to ‘ into 9 subsets of size 9 in such a way that the lines in each of the
subsets together with ‘ form a spread.
Hall and Roth determine all squares up to projective equivalence. However, they
claim (see [3, p. 27]) that without loss of generality they may assume that the square
contains a particular spread, which is actually the regular spread corresponding to the
orbit of length 10 in the action of the Singer cycle on lines (called Resolution 72 in
their paper). This claim is false. There are two orbits of spreads in PG(3; 3) under the
action of the collineation group PGL(4; 3), one consisting of the regular spreads and
the other of the subregular spreads of index 1 (see [6,7] for more details). This means
that the determination of all squares in [3] is incomplete. It turns out that there are
squares with all spreads subregular of index 1 (see below).
Fix a regular spread S. The stabiliser GS of S in the collineation group PGL(4; 3)
is a group of order 80  72, which is transitive on the lines of S. The inverse image
of GS in GL(4; 3) is isomorphic to  L(2; 9). Fix a line ‘ of S. There are 272 spreads
which contain ‘ but no other line of S. The stabiliser GS \G‘ of S and ‘ acts on these
spreads. A computer search shows that there are four orbits in this action of lengths
8, 48, 72 and 144, which is in agreement with [3, (3.5)].
If a square on ‘ containing the spread S contains a spread from a given orbit,
then we can assume up to projective equivalence that it contains some xed orbit
representative. This avoids some duplication in the enumeration by computer of all
the squares containing S. As in [3], we use a similar (but not identical) principle of
preference of orbits. We assume rstly that the representative from the orbit of size
144 is involved and search for all squares with spreads from any of the four orbits.
Having completed this search, we then discard the orbit of length 144 and assume that
the representative from the orbit of length 72 is involved, searching for squares with
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Table 2
Union of orbits Number of squares
144+72+48+8 24
72+48+8 8
48+8 3
8 1
spreads only from the remaining three orbits. We continue in a similar way excluding
orbits in the order of decreasing size and assuming that the representative from the
orbit of greatest size remaining is involved in the square. The number of squares found
in this search is summarised in Table 2.
At this point, we have determined all the squares which involve a regular spread.
Of course, amongst these 36 examples there are further projective equivalences but we
have not attempted to nd these (for example, by utilising the stabilisers of the orbit
representatives and S). In [3], the number of squares containing S is reduced to 16
(but there the principle of preference is applied to the orbits in the order of increasing
size and the stabiliser groups are utilised to reduce the number of examples). Note that
the spreads in the orbit of length 8 together with S form a square.
To complete the determination of all squares, we must consider squares with none of
the spreads involved being regular. These are the squares omitted from consideration
in [3]. Recall that there are precisely two orbits of spreads of PG(3; 3) under the action
of the collineation group PGL(4; 3), one consisting of the regular spreads and the other
of the subregular spreads of index 1. Choose a representative T of this second orbit
and then x some line ‘ in T . The stabiliser GT in PGL(4; 3) is transitive on the lines
of T (see [5, Section 8] for a discussion of the stabiliser group in the vector space
context for the spread). Thus, we need only determine the squares through ‘ involving
the spread T in order to complete the determination of all squares up to projective
equivalence.
There are 192 subregular spreads of index 1, which contain ‘ but no other line of
T . A computer search shows that there are 184 squares through ‘, which involve T
and eight of these spreads. This number could be reduced signicantly by utilising
the orbits of GT on the set of 192 spreads but the determination of these orbits by
computer is more dicult than in the previous case and so we work with all 184
squares instead, which is not a problem.
We now turn to the problem of extending a given square to a covering set of spreads.
The spreads that must be adjoined must have at most one line in common with each
spread of the square. Consider the set 
 consisting of all spreads with this property. If
there is a covering set containing the spreads of the given square then, given any skew
pair ‘; m of lines, there must be a spread of either the square or 
 which involves
‘; m. This gives a criterion that a square must meet if there is to be any possibility of
extension to a covering set. For each square, we dene  to be the number of pairs
f‘; mg of skew lines involved in either a spread of the square or a spread of the set 
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Table 3
Set of squares j
j  Frequency
A24 408 4935 2
324 4986 8
354 5094 2
364 5121 2
484 5213 4
450 5238 6
A8 364 5209 8
A3 693 5163 2
432 5184 1
A1 972 5265 1
A184 288 5031 32
396 5121 8
444 5226 144
determined by the square. The total number of pairs of skew lines is 12 130 81=5265.
Thus, if a square can be extended to a covering set, then the value of  for the square
must be 5265.
The value of  for each square is given in Table 3. We denote by A24; A8; A3; A1; A184
the sets of squares, described above, of sizes 24,8,3,1,184, respectively. The frequency
column gives the number of squares in each set with the particular values of j
j
and .
Only one of the squares satises the condition =5265. This is the square consisting
of the regular spread S together with the spreads in the orbit of length 8 of the stabiliser
GS . We list the nine spreads of this square in full, the numbers referring to the lines
of PG(3; 3) given in Section 2.
12 21 31 41 66 97 98 107 117 127
12 14 52 60 76 83 85 87 120 123
12 15 32 33 40 65 95 99 114 126
12 17 29 35 37 75 79 84 86 119
12 18 28 43 46 63 81 101 104 113
12 19 34 49 55 92 96 121 128 130
12 20 67 71 74 78 108 109 115 118
12 23 27 44 47 56 59 61 68 93
12 26 45 57 62 69 80 89 111 112
Amongst the 972 spreads in the set 
 corresponding to this square, there are 72
spreads involving the line 21. A computer search shows that there is no square con-
taining S (the rst spread listed in the square above) and eight of these 72 spreads. It
follows that the square cannot be extended to a covering set.
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We conclude that there is no covering set of spreads in PG(3; 3). It follows that the
linear space of points and lines of PG(3; 3) does not extend to a projective plane of
order 12 (see Section 2). These are the results stated in the theorems of Section 1.
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